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Plan of talk
• Backgrounds
• Practical and Theoretical Targets
• Needs
– Practical
– Theoretical
• Seeds
– Social sciences
– Humanities
– Business and industrial practices
• What to do next?
Backgrounds: fait social
• Due to the Internet, PC and cell phones, from
security of, by and for a few to that of, by and for 
everybody
– laymen as well as villains wrongdoing
– everybody as well as specialists
– all employees as well as some employees
– not necessarily “crimes” but certainly “problems”
– global, no longer localizable (firewall is not enough) 
• ICT is hard to understand, though easy to use
– intangible
– invisible
– unbeknownst
– rapidly developing, even without breakthroughs
– wide unpredictable range of unpredictable uses
Safety and security
• Safety
– Against probabilistic errors
– Against “natural” hazards
– Against unintentional actions
• Security
– Against non-probabilistic errors
– Against invasions, crimes, etc
– Against human intentional deeds
Backgrounds: levels of security
• Individual
– physical security
– privacy
• corporate/association
– integrity
– trust from society
• nation/country
– catastrophe
– disorders
• International society
– peace …
Backgrounds: grades of security
• Watertight security
– military
– law enforcement
– health
• Tight security
– accounting
– management
– copyright infringement
• Loose security
– eavesdropping
Backgrounds: Social Design
• Component technologies for experts
– cryptography
– virus detection and vaccination
– firewall (routing, packet filtering, etc)
– intrusion detection
– watermark
– log data mining
– security policy
– privacy policy
Questions on how well they are used by everybody
Need for “Social Implementation”
Technologies with which to implement technologies in society
The problem is humans
• Humans are lazy?
• Humans trust each other
• Humans have cultures
• Humans have minds
• Humans forget
• Humans have feelings
• Humans care others
Need for Social Sciences and Humanities
Research targets in 2001
• Feasibility study of social design approach to 
information security
• To identify needs for social design approach
• To discuss the possibility of policy proposals 
in connection with research
• To concretely envisage the methods and 
structure of the future research, given the 
nature of achievements of social sciences 
and humanities
• (preliminary studies of “seeds”) 
The upshot of 2001 research(1)
• Illustrative insights from interview survey
– the concept of “security” too abstract
– organizational decision making, hence social 
design
– need for further, comprehensive survey in the 
same vein
• Experimental approaches
– trust building on the Internet
– thought experiment on other methods
The upshot of 2001 research(1)
• Theoretical discussion on the concept of 
“cost of information security”
– questions on why technologies are not used
– difference in terms of levels of “security”
• Privacy of individuals and security of 
information system
– may conflict but must be compromised, but how?
• Need for international harmonization
All these dictate the search for “seeds” in 
different fields
What is wanted from different kinds of organizations
• The tension between IT promotion and 
Information security 
– symbolically, mostly IT and i-security sections 
overlap -> NEED for RED TEAM approach
• The need for a new methods with which to 
organize development of technologies with 
prediction of impacts
• SD approach to policy creation, maintenance, 
and enforcement, and education, because it 
is for everybody now
– e-learning, e-testing and more
Change in modes of communication
• Needs observation first, then experiments
• What change, apparently?
– from face-to-face to remote
– from simultaneous to asynchronous
– anonymity
• On what grounds humans behave on the 
Net?
– why and how one party trust another
• Empirical contributions to the foundations of 
social design
Seeds for empirical approach
• Cognitive Science
– Integration of psychology and anthropology
– Observation of humans in situations
– Experimental techniques being developed on 
measuring human/human and human/machine 
interactions
– technology and artifacts (pinball games, Xerox 
machine, and other tools)
– Some physiological measurements may be 
relevant
“Cost”
• Why security technologies are not used?
– The concept of “cost” is relevant
– a branch of risk management
– insurance is not enough, need to “force/induce 
people to use them” perhaps consciously
• How security technologies are to be used?
– law and law enforcement 
– economic considerations
• Security as (public) goods?
– problem of distribution
Seeds for further research
• Legal and political theories
– law and economics (taxation, anti-trust, IP)
– liberalism and democracy
• Economic theories
• Business management
– risk management
– systems auditing
– strategic decisions
– multinational/globalization
Privacy
• Privacy of individuals
– trade off with systems security
– but it has security aspects of individuals
– systems security that supports privacy
– the issue of “resident-registry network system”
• Maybe balancing, maybe compromising
– but needs agreed on methods
– needs rechecking and improvement
– employ technologies to enhance privacy (re cell phones)
– self-awareness in the shaky world
– HENCE social design, but hard so far
Understand practices and find best practices
Need for culture sensitive research/survey
International harmonization
• Sense of security is dependent on culture
– typically, “privacy” is different in Europe, North 
America, Japan, other Asian countries
• Law and law enforcement is, by definition, 
bound within a country, in spite of a lot of 
efforts made so far for treaties, etc
• Need to describe Japanese situation 
universally understandably and propose the 
way to further collaborate
Existence of “serious” research and its 
outcome to be made visible
Targets for now
• Survey
– wide ranging organizations, possibly 
internationally, or at least “know thyself”
• Experiments
– cognitive 
– social and large scale, more important—no 
longer an experiment but experience to be later 
share by the country
• Technologies to use technologies
– theoretical approaches
– “on the job” approaches: creation of practice-
revise-best practice cycle
